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When Brussels police caught Salah
Abdeslam, suspected sole sur-
vivor of November ’s suicide

assault on Paris, they knew they were in a
race against time to stop a new Islamic
State attack. It was the afternoon of Friday,
March 18, and one of Prime Minister
Charles Michel’s cabinet ministers tweeted
“We got him!” after Europe’s most wanted
man was seized at a house in the capital’s
Molenbeek neighborhood. But Michel was
worried, according to a government official
who was present at the time. The premier
raced to his crisis command centre from a
European summit nearby. Security forces
had orders to increase vigilance but lacked
intelligence to justify a citywide lockdown
such as Michel imposed after the Paris
attacks. “Our first thought was that ... this
will set off a ferocious response,” the aide
told Reuters, speaking on condition that he
not be named. Those fears were well found-
ed. The suicide bombings of Brussels air-
port and a metro train that killed 28
bystanders laid bare the inability of the
Belgian authorities to counter Islamic State
militants, no matter how high the level of
alert. Missed connections, leads not fol-
lowed and suspects let slip have exposed
deficiencies in security services. They have
also shown how Europe’s Syrian-trained
Islamist cells can react with deadly speed to
events such as Abdeslam’s arrest. “It was a
race against time,” said Vincent Gilles, head
of Belgium’s main police trade union SLFP.
But with the intelligence service under-
staffed - by some estimates by about half
the level for other rich European states - it
was a race the authorities could not win.

Year on alert
Belgium is, for its size, the biggest

European supplier of foreign fighters in
Syria. Islamic State has appealed to an
alienated generation descended from
mostly Moroccan immigrants of the 1960s.
Belgian authorities stepped up their
searches for activists after January 2015.
That month, days after the bloodshed at
Paris magazine Charlie Hebdo, Belgian
police foiled a plot in the town of Verviers
that revealed an Islamic State campaign to
send some of the 300 or more young
Belgians who have fought in Syria back to
Europe to strike on their native soil. In
Verviers,  police k il led two men who
returned from Syria with Abdelhamid

Abaaoud. Killed in a shootout in Paris days
after the attacks there, he emerged as “the
spider in the web”, in the words of a
Belgian minister, of an extensive network.
Yet though Belgian authorities questioned
numerous contacts of Abaaoud, notably
from his old Molenbeek neighborhood,
the trail went cold. Among those interro-
gated and released were Salah Abdeslam
and his brother Brahim. In the first half of
2015, Belgian courts convicted dozens of
radical preachers and their followers for
recruiting for Syria. But new cells were
forming elsewhere. Last summer, the
Abdeslams, petty drug dealers who ran a
Molenbeek bar, put together what Salah
has since told interrogators was a logistical
plan to prepare for the attacks on Paris.
Salah drove across Europe more than once
and appears to have transported quanti-
ties of guns, explosives and people. It was
with shock, after 130 people died on a
Friday evening in the French capital and
trails led back to Brussels, that Michel’s
government realized it had an urgent
problem. He locked down transport and
public spaces for days as he was near “100
percent certain” of a threat. At the centre of
those fears was Salah Abdeslam, whose
brother had blown himself up at a Paris
cafe. Abdeslam had slipped back across
the Belgian border ahead of a French drag-

net. The morning after Paris, he went to
ground in Brussels.

New resources, too late
Michel pledged cash and legal reforms

to beef up a security system that officials
accepted was understaffed. An intelligence
service of about 700 staff for a country of
11 million struggled to cope, as did a
police force that is about 20 percent below
full strength. Police and security services
have also struggled with a lack of commu-
nication and coordination across a multi-
plicity of departments that cross Belgium’s
Dutch-French language divide.

Two of Tuesday’s suicide bombers -
Najim Laachraoui and Khalid El Bakraoui -
were on counter-terrorism watchlists. The
former was a suspected bombmaker for
the Paris attacks; the latter rented a safe
house for the Paris cell and the flat where
police picked up Abdeslam’s trai l .
Bakraoui’s brother Brahim, was a convict-
ed armed robber in breach of his parole
who was expelled last July from Turkey.
Ankara warned Belgium he had been
caught trying to reach Syria. In December,
police in the town of Mechelen had a tip
about a family sheltering Abdeslam. The
tip included the address where he was
eventually apprehended. But officials
acknowledge the tip was never passed on

to Brussels colleagues.
The revelation has led to criticism -

strongly denied - that Mechelen’s town
hall might prefer to suppress a tip to
avoid irritating local Muslims, a key elec-
toral constituency. In their four-month
search for Abdeslam, police pulled in
dozens of people,  holding 10 by last
month. Dozens of homes were raided to
no avail. Police reject suggestions it was
chance that led them to a house in the
Brussels borough of Forest on March 15.
Four officers were wounded in a shootout
before one gunman was killed. The apart-
ment,  rented under a false name by
Khalid El Bakraoui, the Brussels metro
bomber, yielded a fingerprint belonging
to Salah Abdeslam. Police homed in on a
cellphone he was using, leading to his
capture three days later.

Three days of fear
Over the three and half days following

that arrest, the government considered
locking down Brussels but decided against
it because they had no clear clues that an
attack was in the offing, the government
official said. When the bombers struck at
the morning rush hour on Tuesday, the
authorities tried to moved fast. A taxi driv-
er who took the bombers to the airport led
police to the apartment where he had
picked them up. That produced a evidence
including chemicals and another bomb.
One report said the bombers left it behind
after a confused taxi dispatcher sent a
smaller cab than they ordered. It also pro-
duced a witness who, investigators say, has
since identified a third man seen on airport
cameras with the two bombers.

Police have been rolling up contacts
and acquaintances of those identified,
including another suspected plotter in
Paris. Michel’s government is also cracking
down on fake documents which seem to
have allowed the likes of Laachraoui and
Abaaoud, to slip across Europe from Syria.
The government has sought new legal
powers over, and in cooperation with,
Internet and telecoms firms to track sus-
pects. But officials caution that it could
take years to fill the gaps in the security
structures of a country that is host to the
European Union and NATO. So it was with
a note of resignation that Belgium’s leaders
reacted to the worst bloodshed in their
country since World War Two: Michel
declared simply: “What we feared, has hap-
pened.”   —Reuters
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When he became Myanmar’s leader five years
ago Thein Sein was dismissed as a junta
stooge-but as he prepares to hand power to

Aung San Suu Kyi’s government, the taciturn ex-general
can also claim credit for steering a peaceful political
transition that has stunned the world. President Thein
Sein, who spent almost half a century climbing the mili-
tary’s ranks, will make way on Wednesday for Suu Kyi’s
National League for Democracy and her proxy president
Htin Kyaw.

They will form the Southeast Asian nation’s first
elected civilian government in generations, marking an
extraordinary new chapter for a society suffocated for
decades by military rule. Bespectacled, balding and
unobtrusive, Thein Sein’s quasi-civilian regime presided
over sweeping reforms that pushed further than many
in the country of 51 million people had dared to dream
possible. But the 70-year-old’s record is far from pristine
in a nation where the military maintains significant
political and economic power and grievances run deep.

Historic elections last year were the first chance in
decades for Myanmar’s long-suffering population to
choose their own rulers-and Suu Kyi’s party won in a
landslide. Yet Myanmar ’s people remain cautious.
“People hoped for more changes, but they (the army)
just changed their uniforms,” said Yi Yi, a 59-year-old
legal advocate in Yangon.

Unlikely reformer   
Seen as absolutely loyal to junta senior general Than

Shwe, little dramatic change was expected from Thein
Sein when he was named president in March 2011.
Independent analyst Richard Horsey said he was “a little
bit grey” to begin with and many just assumed he was a
yes man for the former strongman. “I think people were
very surprised when that wasn’t necessarily the case,” he
said. As reformers and hardliners tussled for position in
his government, senior figures approached Thein Sein
and urged real change, convincing him “to come off the
fence,” Horsey added.

Within months Thein Sein broke with the old mili-
tary approach, holding his first meeting with Suu Kyi
and abruptly suspending a multi-billion dollar Chinese-
backed dam in northern Kachin state-a rare push back
against the influential neighbor. His government freed
hundreds of political prisoners, lifted stifling censor-
ship, and launched a dialogue with multiple armed eth-
nic groups who have spent years fighting for greater
autonomy. 

Reforms were rewarded with the lifting of most
Western sanctions, sparking a flood of foreign invest-
ment to the poor nation. The secretive men in green
have never publicly revealed the exact motivation for
the dramatic changes. But observers say the junta rec-
ognized the country’s beleaguered position compared
to its neighbors, its over-reliance on China and the mili-
tary’s precipitous fall in the estimations of Myanmar’s
people after several mass uprisings.  

Old habits 
A son of farmers, born in a small village in the south-

ern Irrawaddy Delta, Thein Sein attended a prestigious
military academy and eventually climbed to the top
echelons of the junta. Thein Sein never fully stepped
outside the military that moulded him. He emerged as a
crucial force behind Myanmar’s roadmap for “disciplined
democracy” and a constitution that gifts the army a
quarter of parliament’s seats and control over three key
security ministries. The charter also blocks Suu Kyi from
the presidency because her sons are British. There have
been other pointers that Thein Sein’s administration was
unwill ing to abandon the repressive,  acquisit ive
instincts of the junta years. Scores of protesters have
been arrested under his watch, while those in power
have been accused of overseeing a rise in Buddhist
nationalism.

Many close to the military have been the first in line
to rake in benefits from reforms. In its last days in power
the outgoing government has been accused of rushing
through opaque business deals. His legacy may be
imperfect, but Thein Sein will be remembered for a cen-
tral role in the country’s gradual emergence from its
dark dictatorial past. The onus is now on Suu Kyi and her
government, which has inherited big issues-including
civil wars, religious tensions and eviscerated public
services-as well as soaring expectations of change. “It’s
not just impatience among the people, I think the coun-
try needs results pretty fast otherwise things could
unravel,” Khin Zaw Win, a political analyst said. —AFP
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The race against time that Belgium lost

By Antonio Rodriguez

The spectre of high debt is raising its head again in Africa,
analysts say, as sub-Saharan nations that borrowed
cheaply on global markets are now squeezed by a com-

modities crash. The return of debt troubles in Africa has
caught some by surprise, they say, 20 years after a global cam-
paign was mounted to offer debt relief to the world’s most
impoverished nations. “It is clearly a source of concern. People
did not see it coming,” said Julien Marcilly, chief economist at
French group Coface, which offers worldwide insurance to
protect firms from the risk of clients defaulting. An IMF-World
Bank program launched in 1996 has to date approved $76 bil-
lion (68 billion euros) in external debt relief for 36 of the
world’s heavily indebted poor nations, of which 30 are in
Africa. For some of those countries, however, debt levels are
rising again to worrying levels. Relieved of their debt burdens
by the international program, countries enjoyed the budget-
ary freedom to boost economic growth, which was further
propelled by soaring commodity prices.

“Over the past few years, sub-Saharan African sovereigns
have enjoyed unusually favorable financing conditions,”
Standard & Poor’s said in a recent report. Many of them issued
bonds for the first time to raise money on financial markets as
borrowing costs slumped to record lows in mid-2014, the

New York-based credit rating agency said. 
“The tide has turned,” it warned, however, predicting that

most of these countries would have to spend more and more
over the next three years to service their debt. Many of those
sub-Saharan countries will face a difficult choice between cut-
ting spending or being obliged to pay higher debt and inter-
est payments in the future, Standard & Poor’s said. And this
time, a large part of the debt is held by private creditors,
rather than institutions such as the IMF or World Bank. “The
depreciation of local currencies, often related to the recent
commodity price decline, has inflated foreign currency debt
for several sub-Saharan African sovereigns,” Standard & Poor’s
added.

‘Debt trap’
A study by the French Treasury said the IMF-World Bank

initiative had slashed the average external public debt of the
30 African countries from the equivalent of 119 percent of
annual economic output to just 33 percent between 2000
and 2014. Yet some are now sliding deeper into debt at a “very
sustained pace”, the Treasury said. Of the 30 African countries
that had previously secured international debt relief, 13 have
pushed up their debt levels by the equivalent of 10 percent-
age points of annual gross domestic product (GDP) in the past
five years, it said. The Republic of Congo led the list, with its

external debt rising by 25 percentage points as a proportion
of annual GDP, followed by Niger, up 23 percentage points,
and Malawi, up 19 percentage points. There is no short-term
risk of a new debt crisis for the great majority of African coun-
tries, the French Treasury said.

But “a small number of them have seen a period of very
sustained debt growth”, it said, warning that they could soon
return close to the levels of external debt that reigned before
the global debt relief initiative. Seven countries faced the risk
of elevated debt levels at the end of 2015, the Treasury said:
Burundi; Cameroon; Central African Republic; Chad; Ghana;
Mauritania; and Sao Tome and Principe. “We must ensure we
do not fall again into the debt trap,” African Development
Bank president Akinwumi Adesina warned at a conference of
business leaders in Abidjan this month.

Despite a recent rise in debt levels, African countries
remain less indebted than many advanced economies. “The
total public debt of Africa amounted to 38 percent of conti-
nental GDP in 2014 compared with 111 percent for OECD
nations,” said Carlos Lopes, executive secretary of the UN
Economic Commission for Africa. “Debt levels will deteriorate
in countries with a weak level of budgetary discipline and
those that have borrowed excessively,” Lopes said. He urged
countries to strengthen debt management capacity and to
report on how they are using their borrowed funds. —AFP

Debt demon looms again over Africa

Picture shows a makeshift memorial for the victims of last week’s suicide bombing.
A total of 32 people were killed in Belgium’s worst-ever attacks. —AFP


